Asian Faculty Association at Yale (AFAY)

2024 Annual Gathering

Moderator: Jun Lu, AFAY Chair of DEI and Community Outreach Committee

Agenda

1. Welcome and Introductory remarks (3-3:10pm)
   - Qin Yan, AFAY president

2. Remarks by representatives of Yale University leadership (3:10-3:15pm)
   - Gary Desir, Vice Provost for Faculty Development and Diversity, Chair of the Department of Internal Medicine
   - Darin Latimore, Deputy Dean and Chief Diversity Officer of YSM

3. AFAY Logo Finalists Reveal – Let’s Vote! (3:15-3:30pm)
   - Siyuan Wang, AFAY Secretary

4. Multi-cultural entertainment:
   - Dance by Natyamandala: Smita Krishnaswamy, AFAY board member (3:30-3:45pm)
   - Kahoot to WIN Awesome Prizes: Red envelopes (3:45-4pm)
   - Happy New Year Crafts: Charlotte Zhang
   - Beautiful Henna Tattoo: Smita Krishnaswamy, AFAY board member